endeavoured to grasp human nature as an
inseparable unity of body and mind. Even
today, more than 200 years later, identical
topics such as the possibility of euthanasia,
organ donation or the possibility of abortion
drive us from discourse to discourse. What
is life? When does it start and when does
it end? What is morally permissible for us
and what is not? The editor emphasizes
that Faust is more relevant to us than ever.
Goethe and Mephisto would have
liked it
Although the pewter figures were largely
created solely from reading Faust without
any specific templates, a few figures are
inspired by well-known works of art.
For example, from 'Psyche' in the
Ohlsdorf Cemetery in Hamburg, a statue
created by Arthur Bock in 1927.

The battle between devils and angels for Faust´s soul in Goethe´s tragedy. Painting Philippe Fourquet.

The battle for Faust´s soul
In the burial scene we see the fight for
Faust's soul. He rages between the heavenly
hosts and Mephisto's devilish accomplices,
the lemurs, the skinny devils and the fat
devils, the blowers and will-o'-the-wisps.
The glory in the halo and the devilish jaws
of hell symbolize the two powers. The
lemurs, the shadow spirits of the deceased,
dug Faust's grave so that the underworld
would not miss this prey. Mephisto and his
diabolical mercenaries defend themselves
in vain against the roses of love scattered
from heaven with fantastic wingman-like
conjuring gestures. Some angels push
Mephisto into the proscenium, at the edge
of the stage, while others lift Faust's mortal
remains from the grave. Psyche holds his
immortal soul in her hands, symbolized
by the small butterfly. Mephistopheles,
confused by the temptations and flattery
of the young rascals, has lost the battle. At
the beginning of Goethe's tragedy in the
"Prologue in Heaven," the Lord God had
graciously left Faust to him, but only "as
long as he lives on earth." Now he has to
watch as the soul of the deceased escapes

him. "Asingle great treasure has been stolen
from me, the high soul that has pledged
itself to me, they have cleverly snatched
away from me," grumbles the defeated
devil and hisses furiously at the heavenly
messengers who soar with Faust's immortal
soul, "You scold us damned spirits and are
the true ones Sorcerer".
A provocative farce
Goethe deliberately designed this
penultimate scene of his work as a
provocative comedy. He announced these
"serious jokes" long beforehand. He lent
parodying features to the angels scattering
roses. With his new edition of Goethe's
Faust, published in 1994 by the Deutscher
Klassiker Verlag, the respected philologist
Professor Albrecht Schöne gives us new
insights into this old text. After »the
preceding, meaningful death scene, which
is truly about the higher and the highest, a
farce takes place here, a dramatized farce
in which Mephisto’s snotty scoundrels,
frippery, püstriche, end up throwing their
asses into hell. This interlude presents
itself as a burlesque that must have seemed

outrageously offensive to the early 19th
century. Goethe has Mephisto say of the
angels as the loveliest of boys, whom he
wished to be a little more lascivious and
decently naked: they turn – look at them
from behind! -The rascals are just too
appetizing. In this satyr play, Faust's little
soul escapes the clutches of evil because
a mean lust overtakes the devil. Extremely
impious and resolutely Mephistopheles, the
all-embracing love also reaches the evil one
touched by the burning love element of
the roses«. Richard Friedenthal, one of the
most important Goethe biographers, also
wrote of "the crudest grotesque scenes".
Goethe's Mephisto "transformed back into
the old devil, who is always a little stupid,
is seduced by enticing angels who are so
appetizing, with all possibilities, up to and
including boy love, that the bold spirit,
who always denies, says yes to the lovely
rascals and want to hug her«.
Where´s the line between life and
death?
As with the first series of the Faust II
project, the paper money scene, Beller

The angelic hosts salvage the dead body of Faust.
Painting and collage Reinhold Pfandzelter.
creates references to current topics of our
time. Cultural-historical commitment,
which has always been on the mind of
tin figure collectors, should not only be
expressed in the mere depiction of the
past, but should build a bridge to the world
in which we live, to the questions of our
time. Goethe would have been intensively
involved in scientific debates all his life and
himself actively conducted research and
experiments, even discovering a human
bone, the premaxillary bone. The disputes
among the scholars of his time ran like a
red thread through Faust's poetry. Beller
emphasizes that many passages can only
be understood if one takes into account the
allusions to those contemporary discourses.
For example, to the Weimar physician Hufeland, whom Goethe knew well
and whose patient he was, "the boundary
line between death and life was not nearly as

definite and decided as one usually thinks."
For him, death was “not a sudden transformation, not a work of the moment, but a
gradual transition”. Not Vienna or Paris,
but Weimar, which was rather insignificant
at the time, received a special death house
for research into the putrefaction process of
the dead thanks to Hufeland's commitment
and with the help of a public subscription.
Much of these things went into the burial
scene, Beller affirms. Then as now, we
are concerned with the tiresome question
raised in Faust, when, how and where does
the soul leave the body of a dead person.
Of course, neither Goethe nor the current
scientists saw the soul as a real physical
form, but modern medicine or the so-called
philosophy of the spirit, as a sub-area of
philosophy, dealt more intensively than
ever with the primal power of spiritual and
mental states , their effects and causes and

Ernst Barlach provided the idea for
the will-o'-the-wisp or ghost light with a
woodcut illustration from his 'Walpurgis
Night' from 1923.

The Mouth of Hell is in the Parco dei
Mostri, the Park of Monsters, in Bomarzo,
Italy. In the old mystery plays such a gorge
was used as a stage prop. It was "a main
scene and a main pleasure of the audience
when the diabolical captors picked up the
damned and with wild gestures thrust them

down into the gaping mouth of Satan,"
describes Richard Friedenthal. Goethe
consciously used this piece of equipment by
having the lemurs carry it onto the stage in
his stage directions, in order to irrevocably
give the whole scene the character of a
theatrical performance within a theatrical
performance.

A very special story is that of the
Püsterich in Sondershausen. The origin
of this mysterious bronze figure found
almost 500 years ago on the Kyffhäuser
is still unknown to historians. The hollow
sculptures, also known as Peuster, steam
blowers or fire blowers, have been proven
to have existed since ancient times. The
Germans worshiped them as idols. Albert
Magnus, Leonardo da Vinci and other
thinkers studied them.
The Golden Madonna in the cathedral of Altenberg:
Doesn´t the little child appear to have diabolical horns?
The template for the Gloriosa is a
wooden carving from 1530 hanging freely
above the altar of Altenberg Cathedral,
the Altenberg Madonna. The roses of this
scene are reflected in its frame. "Whether
it was the artist's intention to let the little
Jesus child, when viewed from a certain
angle, appear diabolically horns growing
out of the aureole, we do not want to impute
either to him or to the honorable client,
Abbot Andreas Boelgen". Admittedly,
this inconsiderable detail goes well with
the burial scene. "Goethe and even more
so Mephistopheles would have liked it,"
smiles Beller.

Sondershäuser sculpture of a Püstrich
(blower).
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